Adjective suffixes exercises practice sheets free pdf

This worksheet consists of two exercises and deals with adjective suffixes. The answer key is given. Speaking Test Examples: Writing Argumentative Essays Articles Letters and Emails More Links English News Articles Privacy Policy A suffix comes at the end of a word. When the suffix "-er" is added to the end of a verb, it means one of the following.
"-er" is added to the end of a verb, it means one of the following: - Someone who does something - Something that does something - Someone who provides or is involved with something Add the correct word part, -ful or -less to each term below to create a word that matches the meaning given. You will choose from several different choices to create a
new term by adding a suffix of your choice. You can use suffixes to create new words. Choose one of the chunk that are provided to create a word that has the meaning provided. Write the term that you have created on the line. When you add certain suffixes to nouns and verbs, you can create adjectives. You may have to change, drop, or add letters
before adding the suffix to some words. Add one of the four suffixes above to each word to create an adjective. Write the new term on the line. You will be given a word and you will apply new parts to it and the end result will be a brand new term. You will add suffixes to a given base term to create an entire new word. In some cases you will create a
synonym in other case, it could be quite the opposite. This is a series of additional tasks that track with the previous worksheet, but they do push it in a different direction. This is going to be a familiar series of tasks to help you practice this skill in a few different ways. Add suffixes to each base word. Write the new term on the first line. On the second
line, write the part of speech that this new term represents. Locate the suffix in each word. Write the suffix on the first line. What part of speech is it? Write the part of speech on the second line. See how many words you can make that contain the suffixes you identified above. Write them on the lines. Cut out the cards. Shuffle them, and place them
face-down on a hard surface. On each turn, a player draws a card and says a word that contains the suffix on the card. Then the player keeps the card. Words cannot be repeated. If the player is unable to think of a word, the card is returned face-down and put back into play. Play continues until all cards have been drawn and a word has been said for
each suffix. The winner is the player with the most cards. How does that all fit. When we add an ending (-s, -ed or -ing) to the end of a word, the spelling changes but the meaning does not. When we add a 's', we make the word a plural, meaning more than one. Copy the sentences below, changing the underlined word to the correct usage by adding ed or -ing. Broadcast media has radically changed how people learn new things. Learning new languages has always been associated with different forms of media, and rightly so. We can all agree that our trusty vintage television helped us learn much more about English than Miss Nancy from first grade. People can quickly learn how to speak
different languages but understanding the different complexities and rules of grammar lie in a whole other ballpark. So today, we'll be talking about one of the foundations of the English language, suffixes. To understand what suffixes are, we need to define an important term called the “affix.” You might recall the word from your school days, but
what is it? Affixes are words, letters, or groups of letters that can be added to a root word to form a different word or to change the root word’s meaning. There are two main kinds of affixes: prefixes and suffixes. Consider the root word form and the word conforming. Conforming is made by adding the prefix con- before the root word and the suffix ing after it. Most commonly they are used to broaden our use of language and spice up the things we say, read, and write. They are often used to display a part of speech of a word. They also elude to the verb tense of the words and can tell us if a word is singular or plural. A good number of suffixes have multiple meanings and we need to see where
they sit within the context of the sentences to determine their meaning. These word parts also have a way of changing the spelling of words. Some words would not be words without the presence of a suffix. An academic example is the word unforgettable. We cannot unforget something, but something can be unforgettable for certain. Therefore, we
can define a suffix as a letter, or group of letters, that is added at the end of a word to form new words or change the root word’s meaning and function. They can be as small as a single letter or as big as a four-letter word. However, there’s a stark difference between words that form suffixes and prefixes. Words that form prefixes can sometimes make
sense independently, like the prefix per- in the word perform. However, words that form suffixes don’t typically mean anything on their own, like the suffix -ing in the word suffering. Take a look at the following letters that are used to form suffixes: Suffix Example -s runs, girls, picks -ly bravely, gravely, markedly -ment enjoyment, movement,
achievement Importance and Function Suffixes take a base or root word and change its meaning or grammatical function. Therefore, suffixes hold extreme significance in English as they enrich the vocabulary. Using just one root word, you can form several associated new words by adding a simple suffix at the end. An easy example is the word art;
take the suffix -ist, and you get artist, a person skilled in art! Similarly, suffixes are also used to form comparative adjectives. For instance, add the suffixes -er and -est to the adjective brave, and you get the comparative braver and the superlative bravest. Let’s explore some examples of suffixes in detail. Examples of Suffixes There are different
suffixes, just as there are different kinds of words. Suffixes can modify nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or they can also modify them to change their forms. For example, the word read can be changed into the noun reader by adding the suffix -er. Here’s a list of some commonly used suffixes: In Noun Form Suffix Meaning Example -age a particular
condition marriage, bondage -ee performer of an action referee, interviewee In Verb Form Suffix Meaning Example -ate do something exterminate, congratulate -ize to become metamorphosize, humanize In Adjective Form Suffix Meaning Example -ous characterized by an attribute joyous, pious, religious -istic to characterize by a trait pessimistic,
optimistic Conclusion Learning about suffixes helps us expand our vocabulary. They’re easy to explain and can also aid children in faster learning. A little kid who only knows the word pay can use different suffixes to form the words payer, payment, paying, payable, and payee all in one go! The English language isn’t that challenging to understand
once you grasp the important concepts. Educationists can help young individuals advance their language prowess using easy-to-understand concepts like the use of affixes. We hope you now know what suffixes are and will use them to help others! In this advanced vocabulary deck, three common suffixes (-able, -ive, -ent) are used to transform verbs
into adjectives. Students are given a verb and challenged to use one of the suffixes to create the corresponding adjective. Tier 2 vocabulary is used in this deck, making it suitable for middle school, high school, adult education, and intermediate/Advanced Level ESOL students. Examples of the Tier 2 vocabulary used are: perceptive, imaginable,
abhorrent.ADDITIONAL CHALLENGE! Included arePage 2This bundle will save you 25% off! You'll receive 100 literary elements posters and 140 Greek and Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes posters. This resource is EDITABLE, too! Each poster was created in black and white to allow you to print affordably on colored paper to match your classroom
theme.Terms included in the 100 literary elements posters resource:adjective, adverb, alliteration, allusion, analogy, assonance, climax, conjunction, connotations, denotation, dialect, eulogy, euphemism, expPage 3This is a JAM PACKED resource filled with loads of practice for your second grade students. This is a two week unit, but it has more than
enough resources to last for over two weeks! Your students will practice identifying three of the six syllables types. Students will read, sort, and write words with open, closed, and CVCe syllables. Students will also practice reading and writing words with the suffixes, -y, -ly, and -ty. This is an AWESOME resource filled with fun phonics activities! Each
paPage 4Interactive PowerPoint activity you can use with your class to teach and practice root words with suffixes -ful and -ly. Common Core Standards: L.2.4, L.3.4, L.4.4, L.5.4 Root words in this activity: joy, use, soft, forget, help, fluent, mind, time, cheer, hand, quiet, doubt, success, desperate, lateral, peace, thorough, care, mouth, smooth, grace,
skill, ideal, harm, extreme, fear, power, loyal, rare, wonder, hope, perfect, thank, common, purpose, neighbor, furious, truth, equal, original, dPage 5Grammarheads rock and roll song about prefixes and suffixes. Gives examples of un-, dis-, re-, pre-, mis-, in-, -ful, -less, -y, -or, -ly, -ness, -ment. There is a 8-page, front and back worksheet packet on
prefixes to accompany this song, and it has a lyrics page and sample lesson plan included. Rock Your Teaching! Click here to subscribe to our music video channel! Please click on the links below to also purchase and download the accompanying worksheet packet and lesson plan or the musicPage 6Adjectives (Feelings, Comparisons, and Opposites) is
taken from Your Basic English Book.This lesson includes:Adjectives Chart (colors, feelings, size, weather, sound, taste, appearance, shapes, numbers, texture, smell) with examples: (feelings: happy, sad, nervous…, weather: sunny, snowy, stormy…) Adjectives describe nouns and pronounsFeeling (emotions) chartsPronoun/Be Verb/contractions
chartsQuestions and Answers (Examples: How are you/he/they..? I’m/he’s/they’re…fine, sick, nervous, hurt, inPage 7ELA Final Exam ... Assesses prefixes, suffixes, root words, nouns, adverbs, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, synonyms, antonyms, types of sentences: question, exclamation, command, statement - tenses, setting, and author's purposePage
810th 100 Fry Sight WordsWords Included:action, actually, adjective, afraid, agreed, ahead, allow, apple, arrived, born, bought, British, capital, chance, chart, church, column, company, conditions, corn, cotton, cows, create, dead, deal, death, details, determine, difficult, division, doesn’t, effect, entire, especially, evening, experience, factories, fair,
fear, fig, forward, France, fresh, Greek, gun, hoe, huge, isn’t, led, level, located, march, match, molecules, northern, nose, office, oppoPage 99th 100 Fry Sight Words FlashcardsWords Included:action, actually, adjective, afraid, agreed, ahead, allow, apple, arrived, born, bought, British, capital, chance, chart, church, column, company, conditions,
corn, cotton, cows, create, dead, deal, death, details, determine, difficult, division, doesn’t, effect, entire, especially, evening, experience, factories, fair, fear, fig, forward, France, fresh, Greek, gun, hoe, huge, isn’t, led, level, located, march, match, molecules, northern, nose, ofPage 10Buzz into literature with this fun, spring-themed literacy unit.This
unit contains the following:Prefix/Suffix Sort (sort and then play the Concentration Game) **Covers... pre, re, uni, bi, tri, quad, mis, fore, anti, poly, non, dis/un, super, sub, bio, geo, mid, hemo, im/ir, tele, ous, ed, ful, able, less, logy, phobia, er/or, graph, & phoneGrammar Sort (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs)Synonym Sort Antonym SortMain
Idea & Supporting Details (use supporting details to determinePage 11PRACTICE and REVIEW Language ... Grade 4 Worksheets ... End of the Year Activity ... SKILLS: Abbreviations Abstract Nouns, Action Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs, Alphabetical Order, Antonyms, Capitalization, Commas, Common Nouns, Compound Words, Contractions, Future
Tense, Helping Verbs, Homophones, Nouns, Irregular Past Tense, Irregular Plural Nouns, Multiple-Meaning Words, Past Tense of Verbs, Plural Nouns, Possessive Nouns, Possessive Pronouns, Prefixes, Pronouns, Proper Nouns, PunctuPage 12This file is a daily spiral of language arts and grammar skills. Some skills this includes is:nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, common and proper nouns, singular and plural nouns, linking and helping verbs, past, present and future tense verbs.Types of Sentences including statement, question, command and exclamatoryVocabulary Development with synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, multiple meaning words, prefix and suffix, root words and
analogies. Reference Material and Parts of a bookFigurPage 13Includes 70 words! This could get you started on your classroom word wall! Includes Common Core and Marzano vocabulary. Author's purpose, prefix, suffix, fable, genre, encyclopedia, myth, double negative, inference, outline, index, possessive nouns, verb, verb tense, pronoun, noun,
adjective alliteration, fact, fact/opinion, onomatopoeia, stanza, connections, dictionary, visualize, author, illustrator, adverb, audience, drawing conclusions, predication, title page, drama, compound word, contraPage 14Poster Topics: All 8 parts of speech and 16 language posters covering: personification, onomatopoeia, sentence, comma, colon, semicolon, alliteration, synonym, antonym, homophone, proper noun, hyperbole, suffix, prefix, simile, and metaphor! 8 parts of speech: noun, verb, adverb, adjective, pronoun, preposition, conjunction, and interjection. These can be used as language and parts of speech review posters, introduction posters, or if printed as 4 per page: mini posters for
individual studePage 1520 worksheetsNo Prep- Just print and go!No costly colored inkPossible uses: spiral review, progress monitoring, formative assessment, and many more.Skills covered: nouns, verbs, adjectives, singular nouns, common and proper nouns, plural and singular nouns, ABC order, contractions, abbreviations, synonyms, antonyms,
capitalization and punctuation, types of sentences, prefixes, suffixes, articles, pronouns, adverbs, subject/verb agreement, and verb tenses.Page 16This grammar book covers nouns, subjects, verbs, linking verbs, commas, conjunctions, compound sentences, types of sentences, pronouns, possessive nouns, subject-verb agreement, verb tenses, titles of
books, capitalization, quotation marks, adjectives, adverbs, synonyms, antonyms, prefixes, suffixes, and homophones. There are also assessments at the end of the book to use with your students! You will also find many opportunities for students to write in this workbook. This will help students tPage 17End of Year Review This review covers English
and reading terms. Definitions and examples are provided for each. English terms: Nouns, pronouns, antecedents, possessives, singular, plural, common, proper, abstract, concrete, articles, adjectives, adverbs, subjects, predicates, complete sentences, compound sentences, complex sentences, commas, abbreviations, conjunctions, question marks,
verbs: linking, helping, actions, common prefix, suffixes, antonyms, synonyms, homophones, homographs, homonymPage 18If you prefer the Google version, click here. Ideal for upper grades, gifted learners, linguists, etymologists, and more!5 vocabulary templates includedEach vocabulary template includes space to write:wordpart of speech (i.e.
noun, adjective, etc.) and specific part of speech (i.e. comparative adjective, past tense verb, collective noun, etc.) ~ with visualsstudents' understanding/informal definitionformal definition and sourcesecondary part of speechpictureforeign language equivalentexample sePage 19This grammar book covers nouns, subjects, verbs, linking verbs,
commas, conjunctions, compound sentences, complex sentences, types of sentences, pronouns, relative pronouns, subject-verb agreement, verb tenses, progressive verb tenses, prepositions, interjections, titles of books, capitalization, quotation marks, adjectives, adverbs, prefixes, suffixes, and homophones. There are also assessments at the end of
the book to use with your students! My favorite feature of this grammar book is the lPage 20This grammar book covers nouns, subjects, verbs, linking verbs, commas, conjunctions, compound sentences, complex sentences, types of sentences, pronouns, possessive nouns, subject-verb agreement, verb tenses, perfect verb tenses, prepositions,
interjections, correlative conjunctions, titles of books, capitalization, quotation marks, adjectives, adverbs, prefixes, suffixes, homophones, and Greek and Latin roots. There are also assessments at the end of the book to use with your students! My fPage 21Dragonfly Word Families Lessons 2These thirteen lessons, in slideshow form, aim to increase
phonemic awareness in words, support early reading, spelling and writing skills and provide vocabulary enrichment. Opportunities to introduce simple grammar skills such as, finding nouns, verbs, adjectives, onomatopoeias, singular and plural, tense, antonyms, collective nouns, personal pronouns, and adding suffixes, are also provided as an option.
Designed for online, in-home or in-class learning.Each lesPage 22Encourage your children to remember key grammatical terms with our take on the classic game of Bingo! It includes the important terminology that pupils will need to succeed in the Year 6 SATs (equivalent to US Grade 5). Terms included: active, adjective, adverb, adverbial,
ambiguity, antonym, apostrophe, bracket, bullet points, capital letter, clause, cohesion, colon, command, conjunction, dash, determiner, direct speech, ellipsis, full stop, hyphen, modal verb, noun, noun phrase, object, parePage 23Literacy Centers- FEBRUARYby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to
complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words Plurals I use these stations as my Word
Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own box. Inside the box students find the cover page and hands onLiteracy Centers- JANUARYby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet...
for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words I use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own box. Inside the box students find the cover page and hands on activitLiteracy CentersAPRILby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms
Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words Plurals I use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own box. Inside the box students find the cover page and hands onFile Folder Literacy Centers- MARCHby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on
their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying).Topics covered:ABC orderSyllablesNounsVerbsAdjectivesAntonymsSynonymsContractionsPrefixesSuffixesCompound WordsI use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each
topic has it's own file. Inside the file students find the cover page and hands on activity. They keep12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC
order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words I use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own file. Inside the file students find the cover page and hands on activLiteracy Centers- MAYby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for
your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words Plurals I use these
stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own box. Inside the box students find the cover page and hands onFile Folder Literacy Centers- APRILby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment
(found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words I use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own file. Inside the file students find the cover page and hands
on activLiteracy Centers- AUGUSTby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns
Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words Plurals I use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own box. Inside the box students find the cover page and hands onLiteracy Centers- JUNEby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to
complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words Plurals I use these stations as my Word
Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own box. Inside the box students find the cover page and hands onFile Folder Literacy Centers- MAYby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student
booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words I use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own file. Inside the file students find the cover page and hands on activFile Folder
Literacy Centers- Juneby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple centers are prepared for your students to complete on their own. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives
Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words I use these stations as my Word Work during Daily 5. Each topic has it's own file. Inside the file students find the cover page and hands on activEnd of the Year Language Arts Craft Bundleby It’s the end of the year and time to review! This bundle includes all of my language arts
review skills craftivities! You can view each craft at my TpT store to see specific details. Inside you will find: -Prefixes {A Flower Pot Craftivity} -Suffixes {A Thunderstorm Craftivity} -Main Idea and Details (An Ice Cream Craftivity} -Parts of Speech {A bubblegum craftivity to review nouns (common & proper), verbs (linking & action), adjectives, &
pronouns} -Genre Memory & Genre MatchGrammar and Spelling Skills Mentor Texts Listsby Use this list to help you plan for quality and effective modeled reading lessons that focus on key grammar and spelling skills. This resource provides you with a list of quality texts for each comprehension strategy.Skills covered in this
list:nounsverbsadjectivesadverbspronounsproper nounsconjunctionsprepositionsparagraphscompound sentencecomplex sentencetime connectivestenseinterjectionmodalityrepetitiononomatopoeiasimilesmetaphorsalliterationpersonificationpunshyperboleidiomsall punctuationfuReading and Math Test Prep Study Guide Bundleby This is a great bundle.
It includes over 130 pages of test prep! This bundle also includes printer friendly versions without the camo background to save ink. Also includes Boot Camp Test Motivators! Cause & Effect Author’s Purpose Using Resource Materials U.N.R.A.V.E.L. Strategy Adjectives/ Article Adjectives Adverbs Prepositions Conjunctions Pronouns Possessive
Pronouns Personification Hyperbole Onomatopoeia Metaphor Simile Point of View Summarization Genres of Writing Making InferencesSUMMER REVIEW • LANGUAGE ARTSby Summer Review • Language Arts is a set of 25 no-prep printables – the ideal resource to help your students review the following basic language skills as the school year
winds down and for students to use for review over the summer months: • Abbreviations • Adjectives • Adverbs • Alphabetical Order • Analogies • Antonyms • Capitalization • Common and Proper Nouns • Compound Words • Contractions • Helping Verbs • Homophones • Irregular PasThis 207 page set of activities can be used to supplement
Journeys 2014 First Grade Unit 6 Lesson 30. The games and literacy center activities are aligned to Common Core Standards and include: 1. "Winners Never Quit!" game board and comprehension questions 2. Adjectives that Compare activity with record sheet 3. Five Finger Rule Bookmarks 4. Prefix Sort with record sheet (un- and re-) 5. Sport/Not a
Sport Sorting Activity with record sheet 6. "Soccer" Game (High Frequency Words Lessons 2Spring Math and ELA No Prep Printablesby These Spring themed practice sheets are great for morning work, homework, or extra practice for your kiddos. Inside is 15 literacy worksheets and 15 math worksheets that are just print and go! Many different
CCSS standards addressed! Check out what you get inside: Suffixes How-To Writing x2 Short and Long Vowel Adjectives and Adverbs Compound Words Verbs and Nouns Antonyms and Synonyms Spring Word Search Homophones ABC Order Contractions Past and Present Tense "S" Blends Odd and Even Numbers NPage 24The product covers the
following words: Apostrophe, citation, subject, plot, alliteration, onomatopoeia, irregular, double negative, setting, fragment, theme, encyclopedia, atlas, singular, plural, pronouns, reliable, point of view, synonym, antonym, predicate, coordinating conjunctions, action verbs, linking verbs, clauses- dependent and independent, concluding sentence,
compound sentence, adjective, noun, common and proper noun, prefix, root word, suffix, inference, main idea, supporting detaPage 25This set includes 63 adorable vocabulary cards to supplement your ELA and Reading lessons. Each card has the word at the top, definition, and a picture or an example. Words included: common noun, collective
nouns, plural noun, irregular plural nouns, pronoun, reflexive pronouns, verb, irregular verbs, adjectives, adverbs, simple sentence, compound sentence, period, question mark, exclamation mark, comma, apostrophe, proper noun, dictionary, encyclopedia, atlas, thesaurus, homographs, homophonePage 26Daily Dazzle E BOOK - Lessons 1 - 32 (8th
grade) is a FULL YEAR, STUDENT DIRECTED, DAILY BELL RINGER PRODUCTEach DDE lesson is for one week and teaches and reviews over 17 critical language arts skills including:AnalogiesSubject/verb agreementDefinition and use of vocabularyPrefixes, suffixes, and root wordsEditingFact and opinionCorrect Usage of adjective and
adverbsLiterary devicesDefinition and use of vocabularyDescriptive wordsAntonyms and synonymsCommonly misused wordsAbbreviationsExpandedGrammar Anchor Charts For the Classroom and Student Notebooks These anchor charts come in two sizes. An 81/2 x 11 of each chart, and then a page of 4-ups for you to copy and let the students put
into their grammar notebooks. 1. prefixes and suffixes 2. singular and plural nouns 3. abstract, concrete, and collective nouns 4. pronoun-antecedent agreement 5. verbs 6. verb tenses 7. subject verb agreement 8. comparative and superlative adjectives 9. adverbs 10. coordinating and subordinating conjTypes:May Printablesby Jessica Tobin Elementary NestMay Printables On the Go -In this pack, you'll find 40 May printables for quick and easy teaching. These 40 learning sheets revolve around May themes (insects, bugs, flowers, and Mother's Day). May Printables Literacy Sheets: -Pronouns -Commas -Verb Tenses -R-Controlled Vowels -Contractions -Synonyms -Prefixes & Suffixes Rhyming Words -Diphthongs -Quotation Marks -OO Spelling -ABC Order -Plural Nouns -Prepositions -Making Words May Printables Math Sheets -10 More, 10 Less -100 More, 100October center bundleby Make October fun and engaging for your students with these fun literacy and math centers. Your children will love these centers and will be
practicing their skills at the same time. The 10 literacy centers focus on: - Making words - Blends - Contractions - Facts and Opinions - Spelling common words - Suffixes - Opinion writing - Spelling words with digraphs and trigraphs - Adjective synonyms plus a fun Halloween themed word search! Skills covered in the math centers are: - Addition facts
- FDaily Language Spiral Review- 3rd Grade With Weekly Assessmentsby Use as a daily spiral review of all language standards. Can be used as Morning Work, Homework, or Daily Warm Ups. Covers 3rd grade Common Core Language Standards *nouns (regular and plural) *irregular plural nouns *simple verb tenses *subject verb agreement *pronoun
antecedent agreement *comparative and superlative adjectives *coordinating conjunctions *capitalization in book and movie titles *commas in addresses *quotations and commas in dialogue *possesives *affixes (prefixes and suffixes) *rDaily Language Spiral Review- 3rd Grade With Weekly Assessmentsby Use as a daily spiral review of all language
standards. Can be used as Morning Work, Homework, or Daily Warm Ups. Covers 3rd grade Common Core Language Standards *nouns (regular and plural) *irregular plural nouns *simple verb tenses *subject verb agreement *pronoun antecedent agreement *comparative and superlative adjectives *coordinating conjunctions *capitalization in book
and movie titles *commas in addresses *quotations and commas in dialogue *possesives *affixes (prefixes and suffixes) *rMay ELA Stationsby These May ELA stations are a super sweet way to liven up your ELA rotations and stations for the month! These stations are easy to print, cut and use! Recording sheets are provided for each activity. *ABC
Order *Pronoun Picking *Two Syllable Words with Long Vowels *Sundae Suffixes *Popsicles Prefixes *Irregular Past Tense *Noun/Verb/Adjective SortDaily Language Spiral Review- 3rd Grade with Assessmentsby Use as a daily spiral review of all language standards. Can be used as Morning Work, Homework, or Daily Warm Ups. Covers 3rd grade
Common Core Language Standards *nouns (regular and plural) *irregular plural nouns *simple verb tenses *subject verb agreement *pronoun antecedent agreement *comparative and superlative adjectives *coordinating conjunctions *capitalization in book and movie titles *commas in addresses *quotations and commas in dialogue *possesives
*affixes (prefixes and suffixes) *rValentine's Day Grammar Packetby Valentine's Day Grammar This Valentine's Day-themed packet will make grammar fun for your students! These fun activities will help students enjoy reviewing essential language skills. Included in this packet: -Student cover page -February Adjectives -Parts of Speech Candy Hearts Contraction Love Birds -Robots Love Prefixes -Valentine's Day Suffix Search -Adjectives With -er and -est -Adjectives with More and Most -Irregular Comparative and Superlative Adjectives -Candy-Coated Adverbs and AntonLiteracy Centers- SEPTEMBERby Lory Evans - Lory's 2nd Grade Skills12 simple lessons are prepared for your students to
complete as a group during Daily 5 mini lessons. Each topic contains a hands on activity and independent assignment (found in the student booklet... for easy organization and fewer papers and copying). Topics covered: ABC order Syllables Nouns Verbs Adjectives Antonyms Synonyms Contractions Prefixes Suffixes Compound Words Be sure to check
out the preview for more I use these stations as my mini lessons during Daily 5 at the beginning of theThis guided writing assignment will help your students review the verb SER as well as practice ADJECTIVE/NOUN AGREEMENT. Students will choose 3 people (celebrities, fictional characters from a book or movie, or real people in their lives) to
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